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I

t was easy to get swept up in the dreams of pedaling
through groomed snow on a twilight winter day in Alaska,
the clean, cool air refreshing in my lungs as my body
heats itself, a perfectly simple machine moving a simply
perfect machine. It was mid-August on one of the hottest
summers on record in Missoula, Montana, where the
Adventure Cycling office is located, when I interviewed
Christina Grande. She’s the founder, proprietor, and tour
guide of Alaska Bike Adventures. As we slip cautiously
into this winter of uncertainty, I hope my conversation with
Grande both inspires and informs you on how to keep the
spirit of travel alive during these days of dwindling sunlight.

Toni Clark (left) and Christina
Grande near Limestone
Gulch at the White Mountains
National Recreation Area.

Jeff White on the Fossil Creek Trail at the White Mountains National Recreation Area.
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he may be a pro now, but
Christina Grande didn’t grow
up in the snow or even in the
bike world. Originally from San
Francisco, Grande moved to
Alaska 14 years ago, and her company’s
been around for three years. With her
broadcast journalism degree, she first
got a job as a news reporter when she
moved to the Last Frontier. In her fourth
year of reporting, she got a part-time
job at a local bike shop. She didn’t know
anything about bikes but wanted some
extra income, and she quickly realized
that she felt a lot better working at the
bike shop than as a television reporter.
“Every minute of your day is
coordinating interviews as a reporter;
there are so many deadlines, and not
enough time to tell a real story,” she
explained. “Ultimately, it didn’t seem
like I was helping society by reporting
on the news like that, and I was
helping people more one-on-one by
working at the bike shop.” But it wasn’t
an easy and natural fit. She worked at
the bike shop and talked to customers
about fat bikes without having ever
ridden one, so she went through the
process of learning while working.
She joined a lot of group rides and put
herself through a series of trial and

error. “A lot of times you aren’t liking
what you’re doing,” she said, but that’s
the learning process we all go through
to build the life we want. Eventually,
she left the news world and worked
at a nonprofit while still putting in
hours at the bike shop, then left the
nonprofit and managed the bike
shop. She finally started Alaska Bike
Adventures three years ago.
On her first fat bike race, she was
overdressed — she had covered her face
to protect it from the snow but instead
started hyperventilating. She had never
before experienced being overheated in
the cold. But how can you be overdressed
when the temperature drops into the
negatives? Nowadays, Grande wears
similar gear as she does for Nordic skiing.
Because this will be my first winter
in Montana, I wanted to be prepared.
Even if this summer was the hottest on
record, this winter may still be a frozen
wonderland. Whether you’ve recently
moved to a place with more extreme
winter, are planning a vacation to take
one of Grande’s fat biking adventures
in Alaska, or just want to extend your
front-door riding with confidence, here
are Christina Grande’s tips for keeping
warm (but not too warm) while riding in
below-freezing temperatures.
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CLOTHES

though. Once, she was
really cold while out with
a tour group. Not taking
into consideration the 2
mph pace that sometimes
happens as a guide, she
didn’t dress warm enough
and it was imperative to
keep herself warm so she
could properly care for
the pack. At that moment,
rain pants made sense
and she was happy to
have packed them.

TORSO

Julie Scheurer unpacking at the Borealis-LeFevre Cabin at the White Mountains National Recreation Area.

FEET

HANDS

“Feet and hands will be the coldest part
of the body,” she said as we went down
the list of What Not To Wear. As a guide,
she sees a lot of people wearing huge
boots that aren’t well insulated, and
instead suggests wearing sneakers and
NEOs — New England Overshoes. They
have a hard surface on the bottom and
the top is insulated with a waterproof,
weatherproof nylon shell, and they stay
on with a tension strap and a buckle so
there’s no fussing with laces that are
hard to tie with gloves on. Additionally,
don’t wear three pairs of socks. Your feet
won’t be able to breathe because there’s
no air circulation, and they can actually
become colder than if you wear fewer
socks of higher quality — choose wool
over synthetic or cotton.
Just like the perfect pie recipe,
everyone who spends a lot of time
playing in the snow seems to have their
own system. One person uses a wool sock,
a plastic bag, another sock, then another
plastic bag; it’s an affordable system that
doesn’t require fancy gear and keeps
feet dry, though it may not work for
everyone. Grande recommends trying
out a system like that in a safe setting not
far from home, because everyone’s body
is different and one person may need a
different layering pattern or amount. Try
this system for just an hour or two where
the stakes are low. This will give you
enough time to know whether it works
without putting you in danger of frostbite.

For your hands, use pogies on
handlebars and wear glove liners, with
larger gloves in your pack or stuffed
into the bottom of your pogies just
in case. Pogies are neoprene mitts
that attach to your handlebars in the
position of your hands. They cover
the spot where you grip the bars, the
brake levers, and the shifters so long as
you aren’t using bar-end or downtube
shifters. There are many brands that
make these, including ones that use
recycled materials and repurposed
skinsuits. A popular brand is BarMitts.
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LEGS
Legs are another part of the body
that people new to winter riding can
overdress for. Ski pants or snow pants
protect against wet snow but tend
to get warm really fast. On the other
hand, jeans will freeze. Instead, Grande
recommends riding in leggings or long
johns under longer activewear like
hiking pants. Where she rides in Alaska,
the snow is pretty dry, so rain pants
typically do more harm than good since
they can get hot and sweaty inside.
“The whole trick about fat biking
is to not sweat,” Grande said. “We are
regulating our body temperature a lot
more than normal. If you dress up really,
really warm and you don’t de-layer soon
enough, then what happens is you start
to get cold because now you’re a little
bit saturated.” There is an exception,
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Up top, layering is still
the best system going.
Even in our daily lives,
many of us tend to
implement layers in some capacity, so
this is likely the most natural-feeling
part of preparation. Many people bring
a big jacket and then start to overheat,
and then find there’s no good way to
store the jacket on the ride. Start with a
lightweight, long-sleeve, wool base layer.
Then add a long-sleeve thermal jersey
or fleece, and, depending on how cold it
is, possibly a packable puffy jacket that
can be the first layer to be removed.
Finally, just like the hiking pants, use a
windbreaker as a shell: Grande suggests
a Houdini, by Patagonia, because it is
also water-repellant and durable.

HEAD
And finally, don’t forget your noggin. It
can be hard to wrap your, ahem, head
around not wearing a lot of protection
on your head and face, but remember
Grande’s first race, during which she
overheated and sweat too much. Instead
of a hot beanie, opt for a thinner wool
cap that fits under the helmet to cover
your head and ears. Grande doesn’t wear
a neck buff too often because it can
cause overheating and fog up glasses,
which are important to protect your
eyes from wind. Clear safety glasses
or Kroops, performance eyewear
commonly worn for skydiving, are both
great options.
Don’t forget about your skin. Even
if it’s overcast, there’s a lot of sun being
reflected off the snow so be sure to
wear sunscreen and lip balm with an
SPF factor.

NUTRITION
FOOD
“Don’t go in there on a diet,” Grande said. “Ramen is warm,
salty, pretty good high-calorie stuff. Meat, cheese — dump
it all in there. If you stay in the cabin, cook food up and put
it in a tortilla. Fry a Pop Tart,” she added. “Anything you can
cook and thaw out.” You may be feeling warm from all the
pedaling, but your food is still susceptible to cold, so be aware
of your snacks and what can freeze. Grande pointed out that a
lot of cyclists enjoy Swedish Fish due to their simple calories
and easiness to eat (not to mention they’re delicious), but in
the cold they can get really hard. Instead, she recommended
cookies as a good alternative.
Whatever your snack of choice is, remember to eat it. “If
it’s really cold, you’re working really hard to stay warm and
you’re using a little bit more energy so it’s important to eat,
and it’s really easy to not eat because it’s so cold outside so

you just don’t want to do it,” Grande said. Even though you
may not feel hungry because your mind is more focused on
how sore your butt is getting from being in the saddle all day,
or how beautiful it is, you can still bonk if you don’t eat or
drink enough.

DRINK
And for water, it’s important to make sure your water doesn’t
freeze. For her trips, Grande brings a really big Thermos of
apple cider, and gives her tour group plenty of water. She
carries a bladder of water on her back. It’s a Revelate Designs
pack that’s designed for winter riding and doesn’t have the
hose exposed to air. If your hose does freeze, hold it under
your armpit until it thaws out. Some people use insulated
foam over their bladder hose so it doesn’t freeze, or start with
hot water in a Hydroflask.

Julie Scheurer (front) and Christina Grande
(back) riding on the Wickersham Creek Trail at
the White Mountains National Recreation Area.

You plan the adventure.
We’ll build the bike.
Custom travel bicycles hand-built in
Oregon since 1992 - now available with
airline-legal e-assist.
www.BikeFriday.com
5% off for Adventure Cycling members
Use promocode: 909
ADVENTURECYCLING.ORG/MEMBERS
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RIDE
WHEN TO RIDE
The fat biking season in Alaska is from mid-November or
early December until April, though Grande recommends
a slightly more specific time. “If you want to come up to
Alaska,” she said, “try the White Mountains in February
or March, when the days start getting longer and the trail
conditions start getting a little better.” “Iditarod is also in
February so it’s a good time to come see stuff,” Grande said,
“and you can still see some northern lights.” As for your bike,
if you already have a fat bike then bring it, but if not, call
ahead to make sure you can rent one. “For the most part, if
you want to rent a fat bike, some shops will be renting them
out despite the bike shortage,” Grande said. But the bike
industry will be feeling the multiple effects of the COVID-19
pandemic for years to come, including the shuttered
inventory for frames and components combined with the
staggering increase in sales, making it difficult for companies
to keep bikes in stock, never mind small retailers.

WHERE TO RIDE
Dustin Eroh near Limestone Gulch at the White Mountains National Recreation Area.

SLEEP
Use a foam insulated sleeping pad, or an insulated pad plus
a foam pad. Make sure your sleeping bag is rated for the
appropriate temperature, and bring a sleeping bag liner plus
toe warmers. Some people bring a hot water bottle or even
a Nalgene with hot water into the sleeping bag with them,
but they can leak so be sure to triple-check the seal first so
they don’t leak and freeze on you. Bring your riding clothes,
including your insoles, into your sleeping bag with you
to keep them warm and so you don’t have to expose your
sleepy, underdressed body to the elements in the morning.
Many places that have long stretches of groomed trails
for fat biking also have huts or cabins to sleep in. Taking
advantage of whatever shelter is available not only allows you
to warm up, it also gives your gear, clothes, and food some
time to thaw as well. Be sure to warm your boots by the fire
or stove if that’s an option. If a cabin isn’t an option, dig a pit
in the snow for your tent to sit in to help block the wind

TOUR ALASKA AND NORTHERN CANADA

SOCKEYE CYCLE CO.

While the White Mountains are a good starting point,
there’s a lot to explore in that region. What sort of trails
should you expect to ride on? The cross-country ski trails
are not open to fat bikers, but the regular mountain bike
singletrack trails get packed down from so many riders that
they are still a good option to ride. However, they pose a
challenge if you need to put a foot down, since the off-trail
snow is so deep. Multiuse trails like the doubletracks get
packed down from high-traffic use and are wider and easier
to navigate, so they are a great option for riders new to the
area or new to the sport of fat biking. To help plan ahead,
check out the Facebook page, Anchorage Fat Bike, for
updated trail conditions and to maybe even make a friend or
find a group ride to join along with if a supported tour isn’t
quite your thing.
Carolyne Whelan is the Editor-in-Chief of Adventure Cyclist.

To learn more about Alaska Bike Adventures, visit
alaskabikeadventures.com.

FULLY SUPPORTED TOURS
Golden Circle
Canol Road
Yukon Canoe and Bike
Custom Itineraries

TOURING EQUIPMENT RENTALS
ONLINE SHOP AND MORE INFO
@ SOCKEYECYCLE.COM
1-877-292-4154
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unfortunately
I don’t think
they make
this anymore.
Many folks
use Camelbak
and insulate
the hose so
the water
does not
freeze while
riding.

Revelate Designs Wampak
(winter hydration pack)

Grande’s getup
This is
lightweight
and very
warm. Fits
nicely over
my puffy
hair under
my helmet.

This is
nice on
long trips.
I bring
hot liquids
and it keeps
the water
from freezing
in the bottle.

Nalgene insulated
bottle holder

Patagonia Padded
cycling liner short
mine are
from 2014
or 2015.
Looks like
the most
current
model
similar
to these
pants is the
Bontrager
Velocis
Unpadded
Softshell
Cycling
Tights.

45NRTH Stavanger
merino liner cap

45NRTH gloves

MADE BY
MY ARTIST
FRIEND.
LOVE THE
COLORS!

neck buff
Lululemon sports bra

Darn Tough Ski socks

womanowned,
Alaskamade
clothing
line!

gifted to me in
2013. I like how
stretchy it
is and how
warm I
feel when
riding in
it.

Alpine Fit Rendezvous
Ridge Long Sleeve
Capo thermal long jersey

Black Diamond
wool liners
This is my
ultimate
go-to
jacket
year
round!

Bontrager unpadded
softshell cycling tights

I Scored this
sweet jacket
at a local
secondhand
gear shop in
Anchorage
called
Hoarding
Marmot.

I wear them
when it’s
colder than
10°F. I feel
like that
makes my feet
warmer.

45NRTH Bergraven Gaiters

Patagonia
Houdini Jacket

Black DiAmond Dawn
Patrol LT shell jacket

..
45NRTH Wolvhammer
Boots

What to bring on a fat bike ride
Winter hydration pack with insulated hose
Insulated unpadded tights
Padded liner shorts/chamois
Sports bra as needed
Wool ski socks
Longsleeve baselayer (breathable, antimicrobial if possible)
Thermal cycling jacket
Lightweight packable jacket
ADVENTURECYCLING.ORG/MEMBERS

Waterproof and windproof shell jacket
Winter cycling boots or overboots
Gaiters
Wool liner cap
Insulated bottle holder or insulated bottle
Neck buff
Wool glove liners
Winter gloves
illustrated by ally mabry
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